FOCUS ON FREDERICTON
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In the Beginning
Competing demand for land in Fredericton’s Central Business District (CBD) first found voice almost 300 years
ago. Atlantic Canadian cities are conceived by the sea: born of turbulent times Fredericton entered their world in
1732 when French Acadians fleeing British forces settled there. They were not the first to take advantage of the
mighty Saint John River as a transportation route. These Acadians displaced the Maliseet and Micmac who for
centuries, had utilized the river’s broad banks to hunt, fish, grow corn and squash. However the Acadians barely
had time to unpack before the British, having captured the French Fortress of Louisbourg in 1762, swept up the
Saint John River valley and expelled them, settling at Ste. Anne’s Point (the terminus of the bridge in the above
photograph). The Indians promptly booted the British out, so they moved sixteen kilometres down river to
Maugerville. Not for long! Six years later they were back; three English families, who earned their living by
trading, settled there in 1768. On July 4th 1776 the American colonies severed ties with Britain: in 1783 the latter
abandoned any claims to the former. 34,000 Americans loyal to the British crown poured into what is now Canada;
2,000 souls settled at Ste. Anne’s Point. Many, lacking shelter other than canvas tents, perished during their first
winter. The hardy survivors however soldiered on and in 1784 successfully petitioned Governor Barr in Halifax to
create the Province of New Brunswick by calving off the area north of the Bay of Fundy from Nova Scotia. Thomas
Carlton, who had helped evacuate the Loyalists from New York, was appointed Lieutenant Governor and it was he
who decreed Ste. Anne’s Point become the site of Fredericton. (Originally he named it “Fredericstown” in honour
of Frederick, second son of the mad monarch George III, but after manfully stumbling over this awkward moniker
for ten years gave in to the inevitable and accepted “Fredericton” instead when the town was chosen as the
provincial capital on April 25th 1785). The settlement, picked because it was 112 kilometres up river from the Bay
of Fundy, and therefore secure from sea borne attack, was also a relatively safe 127 kilometres from the American
border as well. Nevertheless the Lieutenant Governor wisely stationed troops in Fredericton to thwart any colonial
ambitions still harboured by those damn Yankees. In so doing he created a legacy in the shape of soldiers’ barracks
dating back to 1827, which today form an interesting counterpoint to the adjacent high rise condominium and office
buildings in the CBD.

Central Business District

A Central Business District is the community’s soul, a place of commerce and discourse; the focal point where its
citizens meet, socialise, interact and trade their wares. The CBD lies at the community’s heart: it defines its
character and expresses its personality. In Europe, from medieval times to modern day, the focal point of a village
has been its green, flanked by shops, anchored at either end by church and pub, it satisfies the spiritual and temporal
aspirations of the community. In cities, cathedrals replace the parish church, markets the village green; and an
eclectic array of coffee houses, pubs, restaurants, hotels, apartments and offices provide vibrancy and commercial
activity. Cities in Canada are shaped by the sea; even inland cities owe their raison d’être to water transportation.
Their Central Business Districts were often an outgrowth of their waterfront, the initial focus of their commercial
activity. However as the importance of water transport has been eclipsed by the rise of rail, road and air,
commercial waterfront activity has declined and many of these areas are experiencing a metamorphism from
industrial to residential use. The challenge facing many cities is how to accommodate this change whilst satisfying
the aspirations of a time stressed, automotive centric, and increasingly urban population … and avoid destroying the
city’s soul, its Central Business District. Fredericton has responded by allowing retail development to occur in its
suburbs whilst attempting to retain the office component in its core. Its Municipal Development Plan, adopted in
January 2007, included the following statement as part of its future vision for the city: “Fredericton will be a
liveable City with a small town ambiance. This will continue to be one of its most cherished qualities. Growth and
development will have occurred at a human scale and in a manner compatible with the City’s rich heritage and
natural attributes. The main focus of the City will be the downtown, the centre of business, government, social and
cultural activity.” What policies has the city implemented in pursuit of this objective, and how successful have they
been? We took a look.
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Every six months our Economic Intelligence Unit surveys every office building (≥ 10,000 ft.2) and industrial
property (≥ 20,000 ft.2) available for rent in each of the six major urban areas in Atlantic Canada. In aggregate our
survey covers 372 office buildings with a total net rentable area of 21 million ft.2 located in Fredericton, Moncton,
Saint John, Charlottetown, Halifax Regional Municipality and St. John’s. It is the most comprehensive survey ever
conducted in the region. The data is collected and analysed by our own research team using a survey instrument and
database designed and tested specifically for this project. So how successful is Fredericton in retaining its office
inventory in the CBD? The table above tells the tale. Like Halifax, Fredericton is losing the battle to preserve its
Central Business District’s role as the main focus of commercial activity in the area. During the past ten years our
market survey has recorded 6 new office buildings totalling 258,485 ft.2 in the Greater Fredericton area, of which
only 1 building, totalling 95,000 ft.2, was located in the CBD. During that same period 6 buildings totalling
301,734 ft.2 were removed from the rental inventory, of which 3 buildings with a net leasable area of 195,644 ft.2
were located in the CBD. The incremental loss in rentable office space to the CBD was 100,644 ft.2 versus an
incremental gain of 57,395 ft.2 for areas outside the CBD. It should be emphasised that our survey does not cover
owner occupied space and this may skew the results since Fredericton hosts many provincial government offices and
the University of New Brunswick. However there is a dichotomy, apparent in most Atlantic Canadian cities,
characterised by strong statements asserting the prominence of the downtown … and polices which favour suburban
development in government owned industrial parks. Working age population is declining in Atlantic Canada, and
with it the demand for office space. The impact has yet to make itself felt in a substantive manner, but when it does,
the impact on downtowns will be severe because the older building stock is located there. In Fredericton, the current
average age of the office accommodation, on a space weighted basis, is 25.17 years versus 9.20 years for offices
located outside the CBD. In our experience many of the region’s municipalities have a schizophrenic attitude to
office development. They equate it with employment, so the municipality is pleased to encourage it in its industrial
parks albeit at the downtown’s expense, and notwithstanding their declared objective to maintain the latter as the
centre of commerce. The situation is exacerbated because municipalities frequently act as developers, creating
industrial parks and selling the land after they have installed the primary services. The municipality is therefore in a
conflict of interest position in which its own ownership stakeholder interest may favour planning and infrastructure
investment in the industrial parks, over the downtown where the properties are privately owned. In many centres in
the region, the municipality aided by the province, then attempt to rebalance the equation by subsidising
development in the CBD: convention centres are now the saviour of the month. Fredericton’s convention centre,
currently under construction, is scheduled to open in December 2010. It will also add 180,000 ft.2 to the office
inventory.

Fred—eZone
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In 1999, the City of Fredericton frustrated by the fact that internet carriers were focusing their efforts on the major
Canadian cities, took matters into its own hands and formed e-Novations: ComNet Inc., a utelco, to operate a fibre
optic network. Spurred on by its desire to connect 15 of its own facilities, and convinced that fortune favours the
brave, the City engaged its citizenry and formed the Fredericton Community Network to utilize the e-Novations
network. BrunNet, at that time the largest internet service provider in the province, and the University of New
Brunswick, agreed to prepay three years’ membership fees. Smartforce, an e-learning company, provided a
forgivable loan, and the City advanced e-Novations a three year loan, to get them started. Initially e-Novations
rented its fibre optic network but in 2001, started to construct its own, partnering with a Community Member
interested in connecting two of its major sites, to build out the first 8 kilometres. In 2002 e-Novations started to
purchase off site internet bandwidth in bulk for the Community Network. By mid year most of the City’s large
institutions were connected to the fibre ring and the City, in partnership with the airport, started to explore options
for connecting small users and those located outside existing broadband coverage areas. Canopy, Motorola’s
wireless broadband was adopted as the solution. In order to meet demand from home offices and residential
customers the City initiated an RFI. As a result, two organisations agreed to become Community Network members
and offer their customers portions of their bandwidth and Internet allocation. The foundations had been laid for
Fred-eZone.
In the fall of 2003 the City embarked on Fred-eZone: a project short on pronounceability but long on vision:
online, anytime, anywhere, for free. Providing this type of Intellectual Infrastructure would, City Council reasoned,
foster a community of productive professionals willing, able and eager to compete worldwide. Over the next two
years the City deployed close to 300 Wi-Fi access points covering the downtown, business corridors, malls, city
facilities and a large chunk of the Saint John River (see map). Pursued by their email, workers would no longer
linger unprofitably over their cappuccino. Nor could they secure solace in the city’s parks; no time, no more, to
smell the roses while the Internet’s magic carpet beckoned. In truth the City’s commitment, first to the
establishment of a fibre optic network, and then to build on it with Fred-eZone, was a bold move … albeit

lamentably lacking linguistically. Has it borne fruit? Our Economic Intelligence Unit set to work to find out. We
looked at the following indicators: demand for office and industrial space, employment, investment, household
income, and unemployment; and benchmarked Fredericton’s progress against Saint John and Moncton.
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There is no evidence to suggest that Fredericton has been able to capture a greater percentage share of the occupied
office pool for all three cities. Since 2006 the City’s share has declined steadily.
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During the five years our Economic Intelligence Unit has undertaken the market surveys, Fredericton has been
successful in capturing a slightly greater share of the industrial demand generated in the three cities surveyed.
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Fredericton has been able to capture a slightly greater percentage of the employment for all three cities surveyed.
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Over the past five years Fredericton’s percentage share of the building investment in the three cities surveyed has
declined.

Source: Financial Post Survey of Markets

Although Fredericton has consistently enjoyed a higher average household income than either Saint John or
Moncton, the latter has narrowed the gap from 9% in year 2000, to 6% today. Unemployment is lower too in
Moncton.
And the Answer Is?
Disappointedly we could find no hard evidence that the City of Fredericton’s broadband initiative had made the city
more competitive. The corollary of course is whether the obverse applies: would the city have continued to
advance at its present rate without Fred-eZone? Perhaps not … it was certainly a gutsy move and the message it
sent … may be as significant as the messages it sends.
 The Manager of our Economic Intelligence Unit, Alexandra Baird Allen is a native of Pocologan, New
Brunswick. She graduated from the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton with a Bachelor of Arts degree
(Major History, Minor English). Alex continued her post graduate studies at the Centre of Geographic Sciences
(COGS) in Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia, graduating with an Advanced Diploma in Geographic Information Systems
for Business, and joining Turner Drake in 2006. Her team of trained researchers has just completed their semiannual survey of the Atlantic Region’s thirty three million square feet of office and industrial space. You can order
any or all of the surveys through our website at www.turnerdrake.com →Corporate Site→Contact Us

